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“We live in unprecedented times...”  How often 
have you heard that phrase recently?   Not 
entirely true, though.   The world was recovering 
from the dual horrors of WWI and a catastrophic 
Spanish flu’ 100 years ago, which between them 
caused casualties of 40 million, according to some. 
 

With the current escalating pandemic, Scottish 
Hockey acted decisively to call a halt to hockey in 
April.  District hockey leagues were declared null 
and void for season 2019-20, with the national 
leagues awaiting a return when sanctioned by the 
Scottish government. 
 

As most of the FOW members are creatures of 
leisure anyway, it seemed appropriate to produce 
a newsletter to help fill in the time. 
 
Kareena (Kaz) Cuthbert has provided a very 
readable piece on the road her hockey 
involvement has taken her, culminating in last 
season’s stellar achievements.  Men’s 1’s captain 
Gavin Sommerville gives an account of Western’s 
first venture in European indoor competition in 
Bulgaria in February. 
 

And to chime with the times we have a nostalgic 
look at the resumption of Scotland’s men’s 
international involvement in the 1919-20 season. 
 
The season so far:  

Both 1st XI’s enjoyed good form up to the mid-
season break, with places at the top end of the 
table.  The women were winning 3-2 in their away 
fixture at Edinburgh University with only a few 
minutes to go, but conceding two late goals left a 
bitter taste.  The men dished out some heavy 
defeats at home and were in good form. 
However, on the resumption the men lost 3-4 
away to Hillhead, and the women drew away at 
Glasgow University when most expected a 
victory.  However both teams advanced to the 
semi finals of the Scottish Cup, albeit without 
much to spare.  There is still a lot to play for then, 
when things re-start. 
 

The general good health of the club is reflected in 
the strong performances of both 2nd team squads, 
with youth to the fore.  The men’s 3’s and 4’s were 
going well at the break, but special mention of the 
5’s is due.  With an average age of about 30, it 
seems that nobody in the team falls within 15 
years of that, in either direction. It is great to see. 

 

A Journey Well Travelled 
 

It should be no surprise that Kareena Marshall got involved 
in hockey. Mum Judy was an England internationalist in both 
hockey and badminton.  Brother William was a cornerstone 
in Scotland’s defence for many years and gained over 150 
caps.  Since arriving at Auchenhowie in 2013 as 1
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coach to the women she had made a huge impact on their 
development, as well as consolidating her own stellar career 
in Scotland’s colours.  Kaz was happy to answer a few 
questions on her hockey life. 
 

How did it all start? 

I started my hockey journey as a 7 year-old junior 
member at Greenock Hockey Club.  Down at the 
Battery Park on a Sunday getting battered by the 
elements - I couldn't think of a better way to 
spend my morning. I loved hockey. The team 
aspect, the energy involved in chasing the ball 
with a stick and the aggression required to fight it 
out with the boys at that age.  I have really fond 
memories of Greenock, with some outstanding 
volunteer coaches who put their heart and soul 
into that club. We had a fantastic junior section 
and my particular age group was very gifted and 
successful in various age-group competitions. The 
winning just made me love it even more. 
 

           
 

Joy Unbounded 

Kaz Cuthbert walks on air after rifling home a short 
corner rebound "with all the style of a Joe Root straight 
drive” to open the scoring for Scotland v the Ukraine – 

Eurohockey Championships, Glasgow 2019 

 
 



 

 

And the next phase? 

Unfortunately, like many who want to progress 
further in their hockey career, I felt I had to move 
to a bigger club, and for me that was to Giffnock 
Ladies.  It was here that I learned my trade. under 
the coaching, guidance and inspiration of legend 
Rhona Simpson. She got me to understand the 
real levels of hard work, commitment and 
downright grit that are required to make it to the 
higher echelons of hockey. Ten years under her 
wing was enough to see me eventually break into 
the national squad.  
A year spent in New Zealand was also hugely 
influential. There, I developed my technical and 
tactical knowledge of a far more attacking game. 
In my early 20’s, I was trying to absorb as much 
information and develop as many aspects to my 
game as possible. When in NZ, I told the coaches I 
was an attacking winger/striker and that’s where 
I played. For those that know me this is laughable, 
as I am an out-and-out defender, always have 
been. But I knew I could hit balls through gaps 
and defend all day:  that’s my bread and butter.  
What I wasn't so hot at was 1v1 elimination and 
speed in attack. So how else to develop your 
weaknesses than throw yourself in at the deep 
end and sink or swim? 
 

When was your breakthrough to the full 
Scotland squad? 
This was in 2010.  Returning from NZ with my 
confidence boosted by the challenges there, my 
international career began to take off.  Gordon 
Shepherd was the Scottish coach who took a 
chance on me and gave me my debut.  Selection 
for the Commonwealth Games in Delhi was a real 
high, and from that point I never missed selection 
for four years.  Playing alongside the likes of 
Linda Clement, Cat Ralph and Sam Judge was 
very influential on my development at that level.  
 

In 2014 – Commonwealth Games year - I hit the 
biggest speed bump in my hockey life.  That 
might sound dramatic but when your whole life 
revolves around your hockey training schedule 
and the biggest multi-sports event that you are 
likely to ever play in comes to your home 
city....it’s a really big deal. It wasn't to be for me 
due to a cruciate knee ligament injury.  I was 
broken, but more devastating was the impact it 
had on my closest family, and that really hurt.  
But without setbacks how do we learn?  I re-
evaluated my goals, made sure weaknesses 
became strengths and embarked on my journey 
with Western Wildcats. I regained my place in the 
Scotland team in 2015. At the end of that year I 
was given the privilege of becoming a Captain. 
That was a huge achievement and reward for all  
the hard work I had put in to be back in the team.  
 

 

So what brought you to Western?     
 While Giffnock had been a major stepping stone, 
it did not have the 'Club' community that I loved 
so much about hockey. They were disconnected 
and that’s one of the reasons I made the decision 
to move to Western Wildcats. That, and some 
gentle persuasion by Murray Laing and Ally Scott 
- I think it was a cup of tea and a cream scone that 
sealed it! Embarking on a new chapter in my 
hockey career to become a player/coach was one I 
was nervous about but there was a clear 
indication of the support I would have at 
Western. There is such a strong and large 
community at the club where everyone is willing 
to chip in and help to make sure the club 
flourishes. 
 

And what have been the ingredients of year-on-
year progress? 
The ladies section had been well established by 
the hard work of Murray Laing but struggled to 
break through into the top end of the premier 
league. My first season was a tough one. A 13-0 
drubbing to Clydesdale Western was a 
particularly low point and left me really 
questioning whether I had what it takes to coach a 
team. When I stepped off the pitch that day, tears 
welling in my eyes, it was the arm around the 
shoulder from Murray and Ally with the old "s**t 
happens" speech that always help put things in 
perspective. We went on to narrowly avoid 
relegation in that first season.  
 

In the following seasons 2015-17, the tide 
changed. The turning point was the buy-in from 
Wildcats’ home-grown players. For years the 
promising youngsters would go off to university 
leaving Wildcats with a very young squad. But 
the likes of local girls Catriona Booth and Rebecca 
O'Toole stayed and brought along their university 
friends.  This has been invaluable in bridging the 
age gap. The catalyst to the success over the past 
five years has been amalgamating these younger 
players with the likes of Lucy MacArthur, Alex 
Stuart and Rona Stewart who  had lead the way 
with their experience and a committed club 
mentality.   
 

And as we continued to consistently hit the top 4 
in the premiership the club became a more 
attractive proposition for players keen on 
development wanting to come and play for you. 
This has undoubtedly aided our team’s success 
but we also have a club system that is constantly 
producing talented youngsters to feed into all our 
teams.  The hard work and effort that goes into 
the infrastructure which supports our growing 
junior section is at the heart of the club’s legacy.  
 

The culmination, of course, was making history  
 



 

 

on13th April, 2019, when Western Wildcats 
became National Champions of the women's 
league for the first time ever with a golden ticket 
to European competition (currently on hold due 
to the covid19 pandemic). 
 

So, how did we do it? I have no idea. There is no 
magic formula but all I can say is it just clicked 
into place. The girls played for each other, they 
played with confidence and a fight in them that at 
times I felt we lacked. I couldn't have been 
prouder of the two play-off performances last 
season and they will forever be two of my most 
favourite ever hockey games. They  all love 
hockey and being a Cat, so to see them crowned 
as Scottish Champions made me the happiest 
coach alive.   
 

 What of the future? 
We will continue to be one of Scotland biggest 
and best clubs so long as we maintain the 
organisation and effort which has produced such 
a sound infrastructure for the juniors. However, 
we are now at the stage where Auchenhowie is at 
capacity and we must start to expand to cater for 
the needs of all our members.  The dream 
scenario, if there was a lottery win, would be a 
second pitch, an upgraded clubhouse with 
spectator gallery and indoor hall facilities.  Well, a 
girl can dream..... 
 

But we don't stop there! I talk about wanting 
Western Wildcats to be the best club in Scotland 
and that is the aim. We will continue to strive to 
win more trophies and titles but we will also 
continue to embed the Western values and 
support the club’s community to make sure it 
stays the longest running club in Scotland.  
 

A quick seven questions 
 Best player you have played with at club level:   
Rhona Simpson - she was an unbelievable athlete 
and goal scoring machine 
 
 Best player you have played with at national 
level:  A tough one.  Vikki Bunce is probably the 
most exciting I have played with: she had the 
ability to turn a game with her skill and speed. 
 
Best player you have played against at national 

level:  Naomi Van As - tore our team apart when 
we played Holland.  
 
 Best coach you have played for:  I don't have a 
favourite because I have learned so much from all 
of them.  
    
What other sports do you partake in? (Three card 
stud is not a sport):  

 

 I like anything outdoors. Wakeboarding to 
cycling to climbing Munros: I just love being 
active.  
 

Favourite meal/restaurant:   Steak and Risotto - 
and if they come together so much the better.  
 

Love Island or Gogglebox?  

I’m appalled you even ask that!  It’s Gogglebox 
every time.  

 

 

 
Indoor Euros 2020 – Varna, Bulgaria 

 
Western Wildcats’ joyous indoor title triumph in 2019 was 
unexpected.  However it opened the door to European 
competition.  Captain Gavin Summerville, while waiting for 
the trophy to be presented, and being a seasoned 
international player, recalls thinking: ‘This is all fun and 
games’.  The reality dawned a few months later when the 
draw became known – Bulgaria in mid February against 
gnarled veterans of the indoor code in the European C 
Division, aka “Indoor Club Challenge 1”. Here is his account. 

 
The league had been won by a close-knit team 
which had developed a swashbuckling style and 
an indefatigable nature.  Defending their title and 
representing Scotland and the club in Europe 
would be a different challenge and a brand-new 
experience for almost the whole squad.   
 

Prior to the Euros the indoor league campaign 
had been patchy – with the new experience of 
defending a title when each opponent is out to 
gain a scalp. Also, the unavailability of Adam 
Mackenzie due to work commitments was a big 
loss – his experience and nous are huge assets. 
 

 However participation in a Danish indoor event 
against some top continental indoor sides – 
Uhlenhorst, Slagelse and Partille from Germany, 
Denmark and Sweden respectively - provided 
invaluable on-court experience and off-court 
logistics preparation.  But most importantly it 
provided a great boost to the squad’s morale and 
cohesiveness.  Furthermore, the inclusion of a 
number of our players in the Scottish Indoor 
training squad was significant, with the two 
McConnell brothers, Joe and Andrew, and me 
making the cut for the Indoor EuroHockey 
Championships III in Santander, Spain.   A close-
run friendly against the Canadian indoor squad 
and improved league form helped things along.   
 



 

 

Then top scorer Andrew McConnell had to 
withdraw due to injury. It was a devastating 
blow. Andrew is a phenomenal young player, 
who, not long before had made his debut for GB 
under 21’s in Malaysia. Lightning quick and an 
outstanding finisher, he is capable of scoring a ton 
of goals. But he is also able to break lines and in 
doing so creates chaos and opportunities for 
others. He does all this with a certain swagger and 
his gallus approach means he is feared and 
respected by opponents. We would miss his 
talents. 
 

The Euros were to be held in Varna, a resort 
destination on the Black Sea. Getting there in 
February proved to be tricky.  An overnight stay 
in Sofia after an evening flight from Edinburgh 
was followed the next morning with a very early 
flight from Sofia to Varna.  The venue – SOK 
Kamchia – is a remarkable place.   Technically 
part of Russia, the land was apparently ceded in 
exchange for a site in Moscow for a Bulgarian 
embassy, which the Russians subsequently 
reneged upon! In the meantime they built a world 
class training facility on the site in Bulgaria, 
complete with futuristic steel buildings housing 
an ice hockey rink, running track, Olympic pool, 
high diving board, gym etc and also our 
accommodation in residential chalets to mimic an 
Olympic Village. 
 

Any notions that the C Division would be a low 
level of competition were quickly dispelled. 
European hockey is phenomenally competitive, 
generally, with many countries far stronger in the 
indoor code than their outdoor equivalents. Our 
group consisted of the Danes Slagelse, the Welsh 
side Cardiff and Met and the Hungarians 
Soroksari – who we had first up. As with any 
Euros, the first game was always likely to be 
crucial. It sets the tone for the whole tournament – 
if you win you are in front and setting the pace, or 
forever trying to catch up if you lose. Soroksari 
were phenomenally experienced. Four of their 
squad had twenty European appearances each 
and all had played at this level before. By 
comparison, we had one player with European 
Experience – Craig Sinclair. We struggled against 
the Hungarian side who sat in deep defence and 
hit us on the counter, but were the better side 
overall and won 4-3 in the end.   In our second 
match we competed well against familiar 
opponents in Slagelse, but lost 4-2. Again, narrow. 
 

The next morning we played Cardiff and Met, 
knowing a draw or win would take us into the 
promotion playoff and a defeat would doom us to 
a relegation battle. The Welsh were not indoor 
experts, but had a star studded team including 
several GB youth and Senior Welsh internationals 

and that depth of quality showed in the end. We 
had the beating of them but lost it in a mad five 
minute spell conceding three goals in quick 
succession – indoor can be cruel like that. The 
final score was 3-5. This took us into the 
relegation pool along with the Hungarians which 
meant we carried that result with us. This was to 
prove fortunate as the in the other group the 
much fancied Czech team Rakovnik had also 
somehow found themselves in the relegation 
pool, despite scoring twenty seven goals in their 
three group games.  Rakovnik triumphed 4-2.  A 
sound defensive display was undone by a real 
lack of edge in attack. 
 

It would all come down to the last game then, and 
we prevailed against the hosts HC Slavia 1921 - 
our attack finally clicking in with a 9-0 
hammering, which retained Scotland’s place in 
the Division. After three narrow defeats on the 
bounce, it was a very gratifying to the see the 
team finally come together and perform under 
pressure. 
 

In hindsight, we were well set up and hard to 
beat, but struggled to find a cutting edge in attack. 
For the third tier of European hockey, the 
standard was very high and incredibly close 
between teams, every side registered at least one 
win. 
 

 In terms of standout performers, Rob Harwood 
was excellent in leading from the front with deft 
touches around goal and we were pleased to be 
able to call on Joe McConnell – who had moved to 
Spain for University by that point but was still 
available for the indoor side. Andrew McAllister 
continues to display moments of tremendous skill 
and if he can match those with consistency and 
drive he will be a terrific player. Our top 
performer was unquestionably Hamish Galt. 
Despite growing up in Dundee, he is a relative 
newcomer to the indoor game and has flourished 
over the last two seasons – marrying outstanding 
work rate with creative passing and an ever 
improving set piece threat. 
 

All of those players are under 23 and this 
continues to be a very young team, ageing 
custodian notwithstanding.  Youth brings 
exuberance and energy, but can’t always compete 
with the street smarts of the wise older heads – 
especially in indoor hockey. Our team and 
individual defence was a real strength for us, but 
it was a great frustration that we couldn’t get the 
ball in the goal more often in attack. With all the 
games being so close I am left to wonder what 
could have been had we been able to call on our 
full strength line up. Nonetheless, we can be 
proud of our first venture into an indoor 



 

 

European competition and I’m confident the 
knowledge and experience gained will help 
enormously in our pursuit of honours, both 
indoor and outdoor. 
 

The trip and preparation wouldn’t have been 
possible without the generous support of various 
sponsors:  Checkpoint Software Solutions and 

Cameron Interiors via Roddy McCallum and 
Kirsten Robeson respectively. 
 

We must also acknowledge the backing, financial 
and otherwise, from Friends of Western, and 
everyone who contributed to fundraisers.  The 
team and I are enormously grateful. 

Gavin Sommerville 1st XI Captain 

 
 

100 Years ago..... 
 

After World War I, organised club hockey in Scotland restarted in the autumn of 1919.  From Martin Kemp’s 
impressive club history of the years 1898-1973 he notes that ‘in the autumn of 1919 the small group of 
remaining members embarked upon a determined membership drive’. An ad was placed on the front page 
of the Glasgow Herald on 27th September.  Four clubs had arranged fixtures in the Glasgow area on 11th 
October but Western were unable to raise a team for their match with Cartha.  However the recruiting drive 
soon yielded some success, and the following week they beat Glasgow University 6-1. 
 

An indication of the enthusiasm of players and officials is the fact that the first post-war international 
matches took place on 21st February 1920, presumably after a series of trial matches. That day Wales hosted 
Scotland, and Ireland hosted England.  In a 2-1 win at Bangor, the Scotland XI contained three Western 
players:  Harry Bacon, Alexander Stephen (later President of Western H.C), and J.M. Wilson.  Scotland’s 
goals were scored by Bacon and Wilson.  The selectors retained this XI for the match v Ireland at Cathkin 
Park on 14th March. 
 
Of this team, 9 were new caps, the exceptions being Bacon and the captain Brown.  The latter played in all 12 
of Scotland’s international matches between 1912 and 1920. 
 

 
Scotland team v Wales (21.2.1920) and v Ireland (14.3.1920) 

 
Back:  (l to r):  R.N Paisley (Edinburgh Northern), J.D. McLaggan (Aberdeen Un.), T.C. Scott (Rutherglen), J.M. Wilson (Western),            

J.N. Anderson (Edinburgh Northern) and A.M. Stephen (Western). 
Front:  H.E.C. Bacon (Western). D.K.M. Wren (Cartha), R.H. Brown (Ferguslie), R.L. Morris (Edinburgh Northern) and J.L. Peacock 

(St Andrews Un.). 
You do wonder how the baton twirlers in our respective 1st XI’s would cope with these sticks.  Probably OK after an hour’s practice – 

but then we will invite them to play on a bumpy grass pitch. 

 
Three weeks later Scotland took on Ireland at Cathkin Park, Glasgow, and was on the receiving end of a 0-9 
hammering.  Perhaps Stephen’s non-selection at centre half for the away fixture v England one week later is 



 

 

an indication of where the selectors felt the blame should lie.  Scotland’s woes continued however, losing 1-8 
against the auld enemy in Birmingham.   The record, then, for 1919 was: played 3, won 1, lost 2.  Goals for:  3; 
against 18.  Small consolation, but Western’s Bacon (2) and Wilson got Scotland’s goals. While the results 
weren’t great, it does seem remarkable that the home countries were able to produce national sides less than 
five months after the restart of organised club hockey. 
 
Bacon had picked up three caps in 1913/14 before the commencement of hostilities. He amassed a further 22 
between 1920 and 1928, playing either at wing half or inside forward. Wilson played in all three 
international matches in 1920 at centre forward.  John Stephen – Alexander (Sandy)’s brother – played on the 
left wing against Ireland in 1923 and England in 1924. The Stephen brothers both won medals for gallantry 
in World War I.  Sandy spent the last few months of the war in a German POW camp.  Another brother 
failed to survive the conflict. 
   
 

PICTURE GALLERY 
 

t 
Western Wildcats Indoor Squad Varna 2020 

 

Back:  (l to r)  Dave Bond (assistant coach), Hamish Galt, Craig Sinclair, Gavin Sommerville (capt.) Euan Cowan, Russell 
Jones, Fabian Goldie, Nikki Homfray, James Moran (manager); 

Front: Joe McConnell, Andrew McAllister, Rob Harwood, Fraser Moran, Scott Menzies, Vishal Marwaha (coach). 
 

 

 
 Andrew McConnell 
The 'gallus'* striker won his first full Scottish cap in a 
two-match series against Poland in May – our 69th 
capped player.  His absence at Varna probably cost the 
boys a higher ranking. 

*  for overseas readers, a good Scots word meaning: 
with a swagger, swashbuckling.  

 
Hamish Galt 

Captain’s pick for Wildcats’' 
Player of the Tournament’ 

Varna, 2020 
      

 


